Pakiet
Collection
**Pakiet** is a total and modular system, and as a system gives us vast variety of possibilities. No matter the type of space, we know how important it is to maximize its use and to create a comfortable place to work. **Pakiet** perfectly fits into one’s expectations by introducing pleasant and home-like atmosphere. Our furniture doesn’t limit your imagination. Find your space - private space, space to work, but first of all your space to live. **Find it in Pakiet!**
The beauty comes out from its nature. Details create its uniqueness.

Pakiet perfectly fits into living spaces and creates a pleasant, home atmosphere. It has no sharp corners and edges, therefore it’s friendly and safe for both adults and children. It is functional regardless of arrangement.
Shelving system

The modular system gives unlimited possibilities in composing and creating unusual shelving arrangements.
Shelving system
You can create your own composition or select one of ours. Our shelving system is flexible – you can easily add new items or change the setting. We have designed them to adjust to your needs, anywhere at home, home office or actual office.

DIY

Infinite product purpose – one piece of furniture – many possibilities of use.
Table

Table is the perfect place for creating functional workplace, a conference or a dining room. It’s multifunctional, so you can use it in any space you want. Height-adjustable tables will help you create a comfortable place. Everything to satisfy personal needs and accommodate products to new situations and tasks.

2D → 3D
Easy transportation

All fasteners have been replaced by special steel clips. Clips merge the entire structure into one solid block. It can be easily disassembled into flat elements. Pakiet can travel with us so it is the ideal product for nomads.

Table grows with you and your needs!

We created a system with many features to make the same furniture more adaptable. You can customize the table’s height to your needs with specially designed footer. The same workplace will be more convenient and friendly.
Seating/storage

Assembling is like child’s play.

The Bench will fit to any space and function you want thanks to unique and simple form of our seatings. They can be used as benches, display systems or storage. Everyone is able to give each product a new context or function – it depends only on you! We can get a completely new piece of furniture by removing the top of the Bench. Then we transform the seat into new object with storage function that is ideally suited for exhibition spaces, shops and homes.
Trolley was designed for storing the most important tools for work. You can add wheels and easily move it anywhere you want. You get extra work space, which is always close to you. Trolley allows for greater flexibility in creating space. It is ideal for storing documents and hiding the computer.

You can add wheels and easily move it anywhere you want. Stationary objects become mobile – you decide how to create your own place. It allows for greater flexibility in creating space.
DIY Colour

Painted and customized. Give it more personal touch.

Because it is made of natural plywood we give you the opportunity to create your own furniture. You can give it more personal touch and change it in any way. It can be easily painted and decorated therefore you can give it an individual, unique character.

Clips

Unique in every detail

Metal clips are also available on request in a variety of colors. You can choose more sophisticated copper version or soft grey matt. This way each product can be unique and represent our current needs and style.
Our furniture are made from high quality materials. Multi-functional products will fit into the urban space by creating a friendly place to relax in restaurants and pubs, also in the open air. Pakiet is durable and timeless, so it is ideally suited for public spaces. During 4DD in Katowice we created special chillout zone. This area was a perfect place for meetings and relaxation during whole event.
The collection impresses with a clever and unconventional solution. Carefully elaborated details make it beautiful and unique. Clear and simple form is the background for stories told around.
An office furnished with Pakiet will receive a personal touch, yet remain highly functional. By choosing our modular system you will get a lot of possibilities to change the arrangement in your office.

With our furniture you can tame and organize countless meters of cables that tangled around each desk, therefore you will gain a comfortable place to work.

Our furniture is durable, so it is ideally suited for public spaces – reception areas, lobbies or meeting rooms.

Discover a creative world of Pakiet collection. Ready to paint and decorate according to your personal wishes.
Zieta Prozessdesign develops design in new technologies. Unique products are created as a result of experimenting with innovative forming methods. Zieta Prozessdesign combines 3 forces – research, design and production to bring complex design solutions and to eliminate any imperfections or inefficiencies at any stage of bringing concepts to life. At Zieta Prozessdesign new ideas search their intelligent forms – bionic, easily customized, uniquely processed, more efficient – that go beyond today’s understanding of form and construction and contribute to the shapes of the future.